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This invention relates to a punching appara
ance with the present improvements arranged
tus which is more particularly intended for pro side by side.
ducing a plurality of closely spaced perforations
Fig. 3 is a top plan of one of the punching
in sheet material, such as sheets of metal, and
units containing the present improvements.
other articles, such as strips and angle bars
Fig. 4 is a horizontal section, taken on line
which form parts of aeroplane structures and the 4-4, Fig. 1.
like, although this apparatus may also be advan
Figs. 5 and 6 are fragmentary views, similar to
tageously used for other work, particularly when
the
upper part of Fig. 1, showing various spring
the same apparatus is used for perforating selections
and arrangements to suit the opera
articles varying in thickness.
10 tions of punching and stripping sheet metal
Many of the metal parts used in aeroplanes
which differs in thickness from that for which
are usually provided with rows of closely spaced
the spring means in Fig. 1 is intended, and Fig.
holes or perforations which receive rivets for con
6 also showing a different form of spring for
necting these parts and as the same also vary in
lifting the punch guide as compared with that
thickness the spring means used for stripping s shown in Figs. 1, 3, 4 and 5.
one thickness of metal from the punches would
Figs. 7, 8, 9 and 10 are fragmentary vertical
not operate most efficiently for stripping metal sections showing various forms of dies and means
of greater thickness from the punches.
for adjusting the same in accordance with this
One of the objects of this invention is to pro invention which differ from that shown in Figs.

vide a punching apparatus which is very nar 90 1, 2, 5 and 6.
row. as a whole so that a plurality of punching
Figs. 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18 and 19 are
units embodying this invention may be assem
fragmentary vertical sections showing various
bled in a row close together for producing rows forms of punches and means for adjusting the
of closely spaced openings in the Workpiece.
S80.
Another object of this invention is to organize 25 In the following description similar charac
the spring means of the stripping mechanism so ters of reference indicate like parts in the several
that the spring effect may be readily varied and figures of the drawings.
thus permit of selectively adapting the power of
Referring to FigS. 1 and 2, the numeral O rep
the spring means of the stripping mechanism to
resents the lower supporting bed or base which
suit the thickness or character of the metal from 30 forms part of the main frame of the punching
which the punches must be withdrawn after the . . press, press brake or the like and the upper
Operation of perforating the same has been com
guide head of the same which has its rear part
pleted.
connected with the corresponding part of the
A further object of this invention is to provide
bed by an upright arm or standard f2. Above
simple and efficient means for adjusting the die 35 the bed is arranged a ram 9 which may be
and punch of this perforating apparatus when
guided on the frame head and reciprocated ver
the same are originally installed and also to take
tically by any suitable means. Upon the bed of
up for shortening of the punch due to sharpening
the frame is mounted a transverse horizontal
the same after it becomes dull.
supporting and guiding rail 3 which may be pro
A still further object of this invention is to 40 vided with a longitudinal slot 4 registering with
provide means whereby the individual members
a similar slot 5 in the bed. Upon this rail a
of a plurality of punching elements may be ad
plurality of punching units are mounted in a
justed independently of each other as to length
row each of which units embodies the
and thus permit of great latitude in causing the transverse
present invention and is constructed as follows:
several punch elements to effect their perforat 45 The numeral is indicates in general the holder
ing operations either simultaneously or succes
which supports the various working parts of
sively in accordance with the thickness of the a punching unit and comprises a lower die shoe
stock which is being perforated or to meet other
f, an upper punch head or horn 8 arranged
conditions,

-

A punching apparatus of the general type to
which the present invention relates is shown in
an earlier Patent No. 2,163,641, granted to me

50

on June 27, 1939.

In the accompanying drawings:
Fig. 1 is a fragmentary vertical section of a
punching apparatus or unit embodying this in

vention and mounted in a press of the type
shown in the above mentioned patent.
Fig. 2 is a front elevation of the same showing
a plurality of punching units made in accord

55

60

above the shoe and spaced therefrom by a gap
9 and an upright standard or post 20 connect
ing the rear parts of the shoe and horn, as shown
in Fig. 1. Each of these holders is comparatively
narrow so that the same can be arranged closely

together in a row crosswise of the press to per
mit of producing rows of closely spaced openings
in sheets of metal, although these holders may
also be spaced comparatively far apart to suit
the requirements of the particular sheets of .
metal which are to be perforated.
. . . ..
Although these holders may be mounted in
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of the die and thus enable a plurality of such

various ways and shifted into different positions
crosswise of the press, it is preferable to accom
plish this as follows:
Each of the holders rests with its underside on
the upper side of the rail and provided on its
underside with a longitudinal groove 2 which
receives an upwardly projecting tenon or tongue
22. The holder when free can be slid horizon-,
tally and transversely on the rail relative to the

units to be maintained at the desired height.
When a plurality of punching units are em
ployed in the press and it is desired that the
s upper ends or faces of the dies of the several
units are on the same level or at different levels,
the means for adjusting the dies vertically makes
this possible inasmuch as each die can be adjust
ed individually in accordance with the amount of

frame into the desired position but is held against 10 material which has been removed upon sharpen
the same when dull.
fore and aft movement by cooperation of the ingFor
convenience in perforating the flanges 35
tongue 22 and groove 2 formed respectively on of metal
which are L-shaped in cross sec
the rail and holder and after such adjustment tion and bars
have beads or bulbs 36 on the inner
the holder may be secured in place by a vertical

fastening screw bolt 23 passing through the
front parts of the shoe and rail and provided at
its upper end with a head 24 bearing against the

15

sides of these flanges, the die is provided below

its upper end and Opposite its chute 3 with an
undercut or recess 37 So that when one of these

rests with its underside on the die, the
top of the shoe and having a clamping nut 25 at flangesor bulb
on the other flange will project into
its lower end which is arranged in a T-slot 26 bead
the
receSS
37
permit the respective fiange to
20 be perforatedand
formed in the front part of the rail.
in
the
desired location relative to
Upon the shoe of each holder is mounted a die
corner of the angular bar, as shown in Fig. 1.
and upon the horn of the respective holder is theThe
numeral 55 represents the vertical body of
mounted a vertically movable punch which co the punch
and 56 the cutting bit at the lower end
operates with said die for producing perforations of
the
body
which is adapted to cooperate with
in the sheet, material placed between the con 25 the cutting edge
of the die opening 29 gif, the die
panion die and punch. The die shown in Figs. for perforating sheet
material or other article
1 and 2 has an upright cylindrical body 27, the
is placed between the die and pinch. The
lower part of which is tightly held by a driving which
lower part of this punch body is guided in a guid

or press fit in a cylindrical socket 28 in the re
spective holder shoe and the upper part of which

30

has a vertical die opening 29 provided with a cut
ting edge 30 at its upper end and a slug discharge
chute 3 extending from the lower end of the
die opening laterally to the periphery thereof.
, For the purpose of positively locating the upper
end of the die 27 in the desired position when
originally assembling the parts and also to com
pensate for any reduction in its height when the
upper end of the die is resharpened after being
worn dull, adjustable mealans are provided for
supporting or backing the die in its vertically ad

ing and stripping sleeve or tube 57 which slides
vertically in a guide Opening 58 formed in the
front part of the horn 8 of the holder, as shown
in Fig. 1. At its lower end the guide sleeve 5T
is provided with a reduced guide opening 59 for

receiving the correspondingly reduced bit of the
punch. The punching, guiding and stripping
sleeve or tube is yieldingly held in its elevated po
Sition by lifting means which in accordance with

the showing in FigS. 1, 3, 4 and 5 consist of a

40

curved leaf-shaped spring 60 which is secured at

its rear depressed end by a screw 6, or otherwise,
to the top of the horn 8 while its front elevat
ed end 62 is forked so as to straddle the guide
tube 57 and bear against the central parts of the
but those shown in Figs. 1 and 2 are satisfactory underside
of a longitudinally elongated head 63
45
on account of their simplicity and the ease and arranged at
upper end of the guide tube 57.
convenience with which this adjustment may Depression ofthe
punch is effected positively by
be effected. As there shown these adjusting the downward the
movement
of the ram 9 which op
means comprise a vertically adjustable abutment

justed position on the shoe. The vertically ad
justable support for this purpose may be varied

having the form of a screw plug 32 which works

in an internally screw threaded opening 33 form
ing
a downward extension of the socket 28. This
screw plug is provided at its lower end with a
non-circular recess 34 which is adapted to re
ceive a wrench or other tool to turn the abut

erates on the upper end of the punch.

50

Means are provided for adjusting the overall

or operative length of the punch as a whole so
as to properly locate the punch and bring the
lower end of the punch bit in line with the lower

ment screw 32 so that the same will either move

end of the guide sleeve, or substantially so, when
the punch is in its uppermost position. For this
purpose adjusting means are provided for de
termining the desired length of the punch when
Originally assembling the parts of the apparatus

the desired position.
When it is desired to raise the die 27, after the

and also restoring the length of the punch as a
whole after the same has been shortened by
grinding the lower end for sharpening the same

upwardly or downwardly and thus support the
die either in a raised or lowered position as may
be necessary for bringing the top of the die into
60

upper end of the same has been sharpened, or
for any other reason, the holder is removed from

the rail 3 and the supporting screw 32 is re
moved and then the die is hit by means of a
suitable tool striking against its lower end until

When WOrn.

The specific means for lengthening or adjust

85

the die has been moved upwardly the requisite
distance after which the backing screw 32 is re
placed and engaged tightly with the lower end
of the die. so as to support the latter firmly in 70
its adjusted position.
When effecting such adjustment of a die a snap
gauge of well known construction is used for re
setting the die so that its upper end is in the

ing the length of the punch shown in Figs. 1, 2,
5 and 6 consist of a lower adjustable lifting screw
nut 64 applied to the upper screw threaded end
of the punch body and an upper clamping screw
nut or head 65 arranged on the screw of the
punch body above the lifting nut. Spring means

are provided which operate on the underside of
the lifting nut 64 and act to raise the punch after
each perforating Operation so that the lower end

of the punch is flush, or substantially even, with

the lower end of the guide sleeve 57 and thus

proper position, this gauge measuring the dis
tance from the bottom of the holder to the face 75 permit the bit of the punch during its downward
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movement under the pressure of the descending
rame against the upper end of the nut 5 to be
gin the operation of perforating the workpiece
immediately after this guide sleeve engages with
the top or said article and the latter rests on the

stroke of the ram the same engages the upper
lock nut or head B5 of the punch and moves the
latter together with the stripper mechanism
downward as a unit until the lower end of the

die. When the bit of the punch becomes dull by
wear and the total length of the same is short

ened upon resharpening of the bit the length of
the punch is restored by loosening the clamping
nut 65 and then unscrewing the lifting nut 64

until its underside is the required distance froni
the lower end of the bit after which the clamp

10

ing nut in its adjusted position on the punch

body.

5

The stripping means cooperate with the lifting
spring 60 for removing the work from the punch
of the perforating unit after the punch has
pierced the work, which stripping means, as

2

long form as this lower head, being comparative
plurality of punching units can be assembled
close together side by side crosswise of the press,

ly long but narrower than the holder so that a

preferably of upright tie bolts 86, 87 the lower
ends 88, 89 of which are Screw threaded and en
gage with threaded openings in the front and
rear ends of the lower lifting head 63 while the
upper ends of these bolts slidably engage open
ings 90, 9 in the front and rear ends of the up
per stripper head 85 and are provided respective

out of the workpiece and forms a hole therein
which slug passes downwardly through the open
ing in the die. During this downward movement
of the stripper sleeve the lifting spring B0 is de

flected downwardly and during the downward
movement of the punch independently of the
stripper sleeve the stripper springs are further
compressed. During the subsequent upward

head which is arranged above the lower lifting
head 63 and the holder 20 and has the same ob

as shown in Fig. 2. At the front and rear ends
of the lower lifting head and the upper stripper
head 85 the same are connected respectively by
a linkage or loose connecting means consisting

stripper sleeve S7 engages the upper side of the
stripper sleeve ceases its downward movement
but the punch continues its downward movement
and in cooperation with the die punches a slug

workpiece resting on the die after which the

ing nut is again tightened for holding the lift

shown in Figs. 1 to 6, are constructed as follows:
The numeral 85 represents an upper stripper

3

end of the stripper sleeve which strips the work
piece from the punch. During the downward

3.

35

stroke of the ram the punch first moves upward
ly with the same while the stripper sleeve re
mains at rest and is held down by the stripper.
springs until the workpiece has been stripped

from the punch and then the stripper sleeve and
punch are lifted from the workpiece and from
the die by the lifting spring 60, thereby leaving
a clearance space between the die and the punch
and stripper sleeve to facilitate removal. of the
finished workpiece and its replacement by anoth
er Workpiece.

If the workpiece to be perforated is very heavy

and requires much power to strip the punch from
the workpiece after the hole has been punched
therein, then all three of the stripper springs 95,
96, 97 are employed, as shown in Fig. 1. If less
power is required to strip the punch from the
workpiece one of the stripper Springs is omitted
and for this purpose the central Spring 95 is re

ly with heads 92, 93 which engage with the upper . moved in order to keep the spring means of the
side of the front and rear ends of the upper strip 40 stripper mechanism balanced. The removal of
the central spring 95 for this purpose can be ac
per head 85, as shown in Figs. 1, 5 and 6. The

complished quickly and easily by withdrawing
body 55 of the punch is arranged midway be
the punch upwardly from the stripper sleeve 57
tween the front and rear tie bolts 86, 87 and is
and the lower and upper heads 63, 85 and replac
not connected with the bar or head 85 but is slid
able with that part thereof immediately below its 45 ing the same after the central spring 95 has been
removed, as shown in Fig. 6. If it is necessary to
lifting nut or member 64 through a non-threaded
clearance opening 94 in the central part of the still further weaken the resistance of the strip
upper stripper head 85 and engages its lifting . per spring means, this can be done by employing
only one stripper spring and for this purpose the
nut 64 with the upper side of this head, as shown
in Figs. 1, 5 and 6, thereby permitting the punch 50 central spring 95 is retained and the front and
to be freely removed from the stripping means
rear springs 96, 97 are omitted, so as to still bal
by merely lifting the same out of the heads or
ance the spring means of the stripping mecha
bars 63, 85 and the sleeve 57.
nism, as shown in Fig. 5. Removal of the front
The numerals 95, 96 and 9 represent helical
and rear springs 96, 97 for this purpose can be
central, front and rear stripper springs which are 55. easily effected by first detaching the tie bolts 86,
interposed under an initial compression between
87 from the upper and lower heads 85, 63 of the
the lower lifting head 63 and the upper stripper stripper mechanism.
head 85 and surround, respectively, the body 55
It will be noted that when changing of the
of the punch and the front and rear tie bolts 86, central spring 95 from one size or strength to
87. These springs are preferably of the same 80 another is desired, this can be accomplished by
size and strength and when the same are ex
merely lifting the punch 55 out of its guideways
panded to the extent permitted by the linkage or in the upper head 85, lower head 63 and guide
tie bolts 86, 87, the stripper head 85 and lifting
sleeve 57 whereby the spring.95 is wholly free to
head 63 are separated and the punch is lifted so
be removed sidewise from between the heads 85.
that its lower or cutting end is flush with the low

er, end of the stripping and guiding sleeve 57, or

substantially SO,

When the ram 9 is in its highest position, as
shown in Fig. 1, the lifting spring 60 has raised

5

and 63 and thereafter another spring of the de
place and the punch may be slipped through the
sired strength may be substituted in the same

corresponding guideways in the heads 85 and 63
and the sleeve 57 for restoring the punching unit
the lifting head 63 and stripper sleeve 55 so as to 70 to
its operative condition.
form a gap between the latter and the die and
Inasmuch
as only the punch need be removed
the stripper springs 95, 96, 97 have raised the
from the punching unit to accomplish this pur
stripper head and punch so that the latter is pose the change in spring means for the stripper
withdrawn from the workpiece and has its lower
mechanism can be effected quickly and conven

end in the desired position relative to the lower

iently and without unduly interrupting the use
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the spring elements for use in the organization
of the punching apparatus while effecting this of
as
may be best suited for doing work of a partic
changeOver.
.
When punching a large number of holes in ular character. By making it possible to use dif

4.

ferent spring pressures in the stripper mech
anism, the press can be relieved from depressing
more stripper springs or elements than are neces
sary for stripping the work in hand. This is of
particular importance in the case of a press in

thick metal which requires more power than the
press can deliver, it is common practice to grind
the lengths of the punches to provide different
times of penetration. When any punch contacts
the material to be punched the working end of
the punch penetrates into the metal ara amount
which depends upon the hardness of the metal
before the pressure becomes too great for the
metal to stand and at this point, the slug breaks
out of the metal and enters the die opening.
In mild steel this penetration is approximately
one-third of the thickness. To illustrate a
punch will penetrate into three-sixteenths of an
inch thick mild steel approximately one-six
teenth of an inch before the slug breaks out of

which several hundred punching units could be

assembled. If, however, the press and the Work
in hand renders it impossible to punch, say 100
holes at the same time by the use of 300 stripper
springs, then the spring resistance could be re
duced one step by omitting the central stripper

spring of each punching unit, making a total of

100 springs which are cut out. If the work in
hand is still too heavy or the number of Stripper

units too great to permit of operating the press

satisfactorily, then the resistance or pressure of
the stripper spring means can be reduced an
other step by removing the front and rear strip

the workpiece.

In order to punch more holes than can nor
mally be punched with a given power every sec
ond punch may be ground one-sixteenth of an
inch shorter than its neighbor. Or the punches
may be ground in steps over a greater range,
for example, the first punch may be of full length,
the second one-sixteenth of an inch shorter, the
third one-sixteenth of an inch shorter than the

per springs from the several units, making a
total of 200 inactive springs. The ability of the .
stripper springs to strip the Work from the
punches depends on a number of conditions, such
as clearance between the punch and die of each
unit, the kind of material which is being punched,

second, and the fourth one-sixteenth of an inch

and the thickness of this material. It therefore

with this invention permits of great latitude in

stripper mechanism need only to be under suff

may be necessary in doing Work of this character
shorter than the third.
to punch fewer holes at one time if heavy stripper
It will therefore be aparent that the adjust 30 spring
pressure is required. The Springs of the
ability as to length of the punches in accordance
this respect.

cient compression. While effecting the punching
operation to subsequently strip the work from

-

Means are provided for maintaining the strip

ping mechanism in a position in which its heads

63, 85 and row of springs 95, 96, 97 are arranged
in a vertical plane extending fore and aft of the
press and thus render the punching unit com

35

the punch and the latter only need be compressed

enough to go through the Work and thus make

it easy on the stripper springs. .
Figs. 7 to 10 show various other ways for ad

justing and backing up the die to compensate for

paratively narrow throughout its height to per
mit of assembling the same compactly trans

40

plished by means of a vertical pilot or guide pin
98 projecting downwardly from the lower end
of the rear tie bolt 97 and sliding in a vertical
guide opening 99 formed in the horn 8 in rear

45

versely of the press. This is preferably accom

Wear and sharpening of the upper end of Work

ing face of the same. In Fig. 7 the die 38 is pro
vided with a chute or discharge passage 42 which
extends from the die opening 29 at the upper
end of the die to the lower end of the same and

communicates with a central opening 39 in a

backing up or supporting Screw plug 40 working
of the guide opening 58 for the stripping or guid
in
a threaded opening 33 similar to the construc
As
the
stripping
mechanism
and
ing sleeve. 57.
tions shown in Fig. 1. Upon turning the plug 40
punch rise and fall the pilot pin 98 slides verti in
the proper direction the same will be raised
cally in the guide opening but prevents the stip
ping mechanism from turning laterally.
50 for engaging the same with the lower end of the
die and provide a firm support or backing up for
In the preferred construction the pilot pin
passes through an opening foo in the leaf-shaped the die after the latter has been sharpened and
lifting spring 60 which latter has the front edge raised the requisite extent on the shoe of the
holder. In this construction the slugs produced
Oil of its opening arranged so close to the front
side of the pilot pin that the latter is gripped . 55 during the perforating operation pass downward
ly through the die 38 and screw plug 40 to the
by this edge of during the last part of the up
underside of the press instead of being discharged
ward movement of the lifting spring and acts like
toward the front side of the press.
a clutch to limit the upward movement of the
Instead of employing a screw plug for backing
stripper mechanism and the punch during the
upward stroke of the ram. During the downward 6 up or supporting the die, as shown in Figs. 1 and
, the same result may be attained by fitting the
movement of the stripper mechanism with the
ram and punch, the lifting Spring is depressed
lower end of the die 4 in a vertical guide open
ing 42 in the shoe 7 and backing up the die and
and flattened So as to disengage the gripping
edge of of the lifting spring from the pilot and taking up for sharpening or wear by means of
thereby avoid interfering with the free down 65 a screw nut 43 resting on the upper side of the
shoe
and engaging with an external screw
ward movement of the punch and stripper mech
anism.
thread 44 on the die 4, as shown in Figs. 8 and 9.

Fig. 8 shows the die 4 provided with a slug dis
If desired the stripper lifting spring may be of
charge chute 3 leading from the die opening 29
helical form, as shown at 02 in Fig. 6, in which
case this spring is placed around the pilot pin 98 70 to the side of the die, as shown in Fig. 1, while in

and interposed between the underside of the lift
ing head 63 and the upper side of the horn 8.

From the foregoing it will be apparent that
this spring System for the stripping mechanism

permits of selecting a smaller or greater number

Fig. 9 the die 45 is provided with a slug discharge
chute 42 extending from the die opening 29 to

the lower end of the die and through the lower
part of the opening 42 to the underside of the

75 shoe 7,
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5.
If
desired
the
means
shown
in
Fig.
10
may
be
76
by
a
screw
joint
with
the
punch
body
above
employed for backing up the die. 27 vertically
this collar and placing a plurality of thin spac

on the shoe which means comprise a horizontally
movable wedge rod 46 guided in a guide opening.
47 in the shoe and provided with a bevel 48 at

ing or adjusting washers or slugs 77 on the punch
body underneath this collar. Before the punch

is worn at its lower end all of the washers TT
are placed on the punch body underneath the
collar 75 as shown in Fig. 14, so that the same

its inner end which engages with a correspond

ing bevel 49 on the lower end of the die 50, and
a screw nut or sleeve 5f journaled on the outer

will be supported on the upper head 85 of the

end of said wedge rod between two shoulders
52, 53 thereon and engaging its external thread

O

with an internal thread 54 in the Outer part of
said guide opening 47. Upon turning the nut

5 in the proper direction the wedge rod 46 will

be moved for engaging its bevel surfaces 48 with
the bevel surface 49 of the die 50 and thereby
support the die in its proper position. 0

5

rod 46 is first withdrawn by means of the screw

20

For the purpose of taking up for sharpening of
the die by the means shown in Fig. 10, after the
face of the same has been ground of, the Wedge

Stripping device, and as the lower end of the

punch is ground off for sharpening it, some of
the washers 77 are transferred from that part
of the punch below the collar 75 to that part
of the punch body above this collar and under
neath the bearing ring 76, as shown in Fig. 15,
thereby lowering the punch on the upper head
85 of the stripping device to bring the lower cut
tihg end of the punch in line, or substantially
So, witn the underside of the guide sleeve 57.

If desired the punch body may be provided at

its upper end with an externally screw threaded
5 in order to expose the lower end of the die
collar 78 which is swaged thereto, an internally
50 and permit of hitting the same with a tool
threaded bearing cap 79 engaging with this
through the lower end of the guide opening 28
threaded collar, and a plurality of movable wash
and raising this die the requisite extent, after
ers 80 arranged on the punch body underneath
which the wedge rod 46 is re-engaged with the 25 the threaded collar, as shown in Fig. 16. As the
lower end of the die 50 for supporting or back
lower end of the punch is ground off for sharp
ing the same properly while in use.
ening
the same the punch is lowered by trans
Equivalent means are shown in Figs. 11 to 19
ferring
washers from the punch body underneath
for adjusting the overall length of the punch
the
threaded
collar 78 to the space between the
and also the distance from the tip of its bit to 30 upper side of this
collar and the top of the screw
its lifting surface. In Fig. 11 this is accomplished
cap 78, as shown in Fig. 17, thereby compensat

by means of a lifting screw nut 66 applied to the
upper screw threaded end of the punch body

ing for the stock removed from the cutting bit
and a clamping screw or set screw 6 working
According to the construction shown in Figs.
in the upper part of the lifting screw nut 66 and 35 18 and 19, a collar 8 is secured to the upper part.
engaging with the upper end of the punch body. of the punch body by swaging or otherwise, a
Upon loosening the set screw plug 67 the lifting. thick
ring 82 is adjustably secured to the upper
screw nut 66 may be unscrewed sufficiently to
end of the punch body by a set screw 83 and a
obtain the required distance between the lifting
plurality of thin adjusting washers 84 are mount
face on the underside of this screw nut and the 40 ed on the punch body below said collar. When
lower end of the bit to compensate for the amount the punch is first mounted the thick ring 82 is
which has been removed from the bit for sharp placed on the punch body immediately above
ening purposes, after which the clamping screw the collar 8 and all the washers are placed on
plug is again tightened to hold the nut 66 in
the punch body below the collar, as shown in
plage.
5 Fig. 18. As the wear on the lower end of the
A like effect is obtainable by the Construction
punch bit necessitates sharpening and conse
which is shown in Fig. 12 and which comprises
quent shortening of the same, the punch body
a cap screw 68 applied to the upper screw is lowered as a whole by transferring washers 84
threaded end of the body 55 of the punch and
from that part of the punch body below the col
a set screw or clamping screw 69 Working in a 50 lar 8 to that part of the body between the top
threaded opening in the side of this cap screw of the collar and the bearing ring 82, as shown
and provided with a tapering inner end 70 which
in Fig. 19.
of the punch.

engages with a correspondingly tapered upper
end if on the punch body. Upon loosening the

All of the several means for adjusting the over
allength of the punch here shown are very sim
set screw and turning the screw cap on the punch 55 ple in construction, the same can be manipulated
body, the distance between the underside of the
easily and quickly and they are of sturdy con

screw cap and the lower end of the punch may

be increased as much as required to maintain
the lower end of the punch flush, when in its
retracted position, with the underside of the
guide sleeve, after which retightening of the set
screw will hold the respective parts in their rela
tive position.

The means for accomplishing this purpose

struction and not liable to get out of order under
heavy duty.
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In the several forms of this invention whereby
the overall length of the punch and particu
larly the distance from its lower cutting edge to
its lifting surface may be adjusted the several
parts whereby this adjustment is effected, when
taken as a whole, may be regarded as a bearing

shown in Fig. 13 consists of a screw cap 2 ap 65 or lifting head or element and is so taken in the
plied to the screw threaded upper end 73 of the
wording of the appended claims.
punch body 55 and one or more spacing or ad
It will be noted from the drawings that the
justing slugs or Washers 74 interposed between
holder of each perforating unit is made very
the upper end of the punch body and the top
narrow throughout its height and that the sev
of this screw cap.
70 eral parts of the die, punch and stripping means
Another means for compensating for stock re
associated therewith are also made correspond
moved from the punch bit upon sharpening the
ingly narrow and do not project laterally beyond
same consists in providing the upper part of the the
outline of the holder, thereby enabling a
punch body 55 with a fixed collar 75 which is
plurality of such perforating units to be as

swaged thereon, connecting a thick bearing ring

75 sembled close together in a transverse row and
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parts in the proper cooperating position
thus permit of punching a plurality of holes in erating
With other like units independently of said bed
a workpiece in closely spaced relation which is

particularly desirable when making parts for

aeroplanes which are connected by a large num
ber of rivets passing through holes in the parts
to be connected.
. . I claim as my invention:
1. In a press having a bed and a ram movable
toward and from the bed, multiple perforating

and ram, said adjusting means including a wedge

slidably mounted on said holder and engaging
said die member whereby said die member will
be moved toward said punch member upon mov

ing the wedge in the proper direction.
5. In a press having a bed and a ram movable
toward and from the bed, multiple perforating
each of said units comprising a holder
units, each of Said units comprising a holder 0 units,
which is adjustably mounted on said bed and
which is adjustably mounted on said bed and
movable lengthwise thereon, a normally station
movable lengthwise thereOn, a normally station
ary
die member mounted on said holder, a punch
ary die member mounted on said holder, a punch
member movably mounted on said holder and
member movably mounted on said holder and
adapted to be moved by said ran toward said 5 adapted to be moved by said ram toward said die
member and the workpiece to be perforated, re
die member and the workpiece to be perforated,
silient means for moving said punch away from
resilient means for moving said punch away from
die and the workpiece, and adjusting means
said die and the workpiece, and adjusting means said
for adjusting the relative position of Said die
for adjusting the relative position of said die and
punch members for bringing their cooperating 20 and punch members for bringing their cooperat
ing parts in the proper cooperating position with
parts in the proper cooperating position with
other like units independently of said bed and other like units independently of said bed and
an.

ram, said adjusting means including a head ad

2. In a press having a bed and a ram movable justable lengthwise on said punch member and
toward and from the bed, multiple perforating 25 adapted to be engaged by said ram.
6. In a press having a bed and a ran movable
units, each of Said units comprising a holder toward
and from the bed, multiple perforating
which is adjutably mounted on said bed and
movable lengthwise thereon, a normally station units, each of said units comprising a holder
adjustably mounted on said bed and
ary die member mounted on said holder, a punch which islengthwise
thereon, a normally station
member movably mounted on said holder and movable
ary die member mounted on said holder, a punch
adapted to be moved by said ram toward said
member movably mounted on said holder and
die member and the Workpiece to be perforated,
tresilient means for moving said punch away adapted to be moved by said ram toward said
from said die and the workpiece, and adjusting die member and the workpiece to be perforated,
means for adjusting the relative position of said 35 resilient means for moving said punch away from
die and the workpiece, and adjusting means
die and punch members for bringing their co said
for adjusting the relative position of said die
operating parts in the proper cooperating posi
and punch members for bringing their cooperat
tion with other like units independently of said
bed and ram, said adjusting means including a ing parts in the proper cooperating position with
Screw mounted on said holder and adapted to 40 other like units independently of said bed and
ram, said adjusting means including a collar
bear against said die member and move the same
fixed on said punch member, a bearing head
toward said punch member.
lengthwise on said punch member
3. In a press having a bed and a ram movable adjustable
above said collar and adapted to be engaged by
toward and from the bed, multiple perforating

said ram, and washers adapted to be mounted on
units, each of said units comprising a holder 46 said
punch member below said collar and to be
which is adjustably mounted on said bed and

shifted between said collar and bearing head
movable lengthwise thereon, a normally station
7. A perforating unit for use in connection
ary die member mounted on said holder, a punch
with a press having a bed and a ram movable
member movably mounted on said holder and
and from the bed, said perforating unit
adapted to be moved by said ram toward said 50 toward
comprising a holder which is independent of said
die member and the workpiece to be perforated, bed
ram and Supported On Said bed, a nor
resilient means for moving said punch away from mallyandstationary
die member mounted on said
said die and the workpiece, and adjusting means
holder,
a
punch
member
mounted on
for adjusting the relative position of said die said holder and adapted to movably
be moved by said ram
and punch members for bringing their cooperat 55 toward said die member and
workpiece to
ing parts in the proper cooperating position with be perforated, resilient means the
for
moving Said
other like units independently of said bed and
punch away from said die and the workpiece,
ram, said adjusting means including a screw nut
and adjusting means for adjusting the relative
resting on said holder and having a thread con
of Said die and punch members for
nection with said die member whereby the latter 60 position
bringing
their coop3rating parts in the proper
will be moved toward said punch member upon
cooperating position independently of said bed
turning said screw nut in the proper direction.
ram, said adjusting means including a collar
4. In a press having a bed and a ram movable and
fixed
on said punch member, a bearing head hav
toward and from the bed, multiple perforating
ing a ScreW connection. With said collar and

units, each of said units comprising a holder

which is adjustably mounted on said bed and

movable lengthwise thereon, a normally station

65

adapted to be engaged by said ram, and washers
mounted on the punch member below said collar
and adapted to be shifted between said collar
and bearing head.

ary die member mounted on said holder, a punch
member movably mounted on said holder and
8. A perforating apparatus including a bed, a
adapted to be moved by said ram toward said 70 ram
movable toward and from the bed, and a
die member and the workpiece to be perforated,
plurality of perforating units each of which com
resilient means for moving said punch away from
prises a holder resting on the bed and provided
said die and the workpiece, and adjusting means
with
a socket, a die adjustable lengthwise in said
for adjusting the relative position of said die

and punch members for bringing their coope 75 socket for changing the position of the face of
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the die, thread controlled means for retaining
15. In a punching apparatus for use between
the die in its operative position, and a punch
the bed and ran of a press, comprising a holder
mounted on said holder and adapted to be en having a lower' base and an upper head, a per
gaged by said ram for moving the punch toward
forating die mounted on said base, a punching
said die.
device mounted and guided on said head as a
9. A perforating apparatus comprising a bol
punching unit, means for preventing said punch
ster, a plurality of unitary perforating units
ing device from turning about its axis including
mounted in a row on said bolster and each unit
a pin extending downwardly from a lateral por
including a punch and a die which are movable
tion
of Said device and engaging said upper head,
one toward and from the other for perforating O and means
for yieldingly maintaining said device
and releasing a workpiece, and means for ad
in an elevated position when not engaged by
justing the relative position of the punch and
said ran comprising a leaf spring attached to
die of each unit so that the working place at
said upper head and bearing upwardly on said
which the cutting edges of the same cooperate
may be maintained at a predetermined location 5 device.
16. In a punching apparatus for use between
and the working places dif the punches and dies
the
bed and ram of a press, comprising a holder
of the Several perforating units may be all main
having a lower base and an upper head, a per
tained in the desired relation to avoid distorting
forating die mounted on said base, a punching
the workpiece when punching and stripping
device mounted and guided on said head as a
pressure is applied thereto.
punching unit, means for preventing said punch
10. A hole punching device, comprising a uni 20 ing
device from turning about its axis including
tary holder having a lower, base and upper head,
a
pin
extending downwardly from a lateral por
a perforating die mounted on said base, a punch
tion
of
said device and engaging said upper head,
ing and multiple spring stripping unit mounted
means for yieldingly maintaining said device in
and guided on said head and having at least 25 an
elevated position when not engaged by said
One Spring held in position by the punch in such
ran
comprising a leaf spring attached to said
manner that said spring may be removed or re
upper head and bearing upwardly on said device,
placed
by
lifting
said
punch
to
permit
such
and means for preventing the accidental sepa
change.
ration of Said device from said head compris
11. A hole punching device, comprising a uni
ing an opening in said leaf spring through which
tary holder having a lower base and upper head, Said
pin projects, which opening is positioned to
a perforating die mounted on said base, a punch
cause
said spring to seize said pin when the de
ing and multiple spring stripping unit mounted sired elevation
of said punching device has been
and guided on said head in such manner that
reached and thus limit the upward movement
the punching unit may be freely lifted from said 35 of
the same.
upper head so that one of the plurality of pres
17.
In a punching apparatus for use between
Sure elements may be added to or removed from
the bed and ran of a press, comprising a holder
said unit.
having a lower base and an upper head, a per
12. In a punching apparatus for use between
forating
die mounted on said base, a floating
the bed and ran of a press, comprising a holder

punch guiding and stripping device including a
having a lower base and an upper head, a per 40 sleeve
the outer diameter of which slidably en
forating die mounted on said base, a punching
gages an opening in said upper head concentric
device mounted and guided on said head as a
with said die and said sleeve having an opening
punching unit, means for preventing said punch which
slidably engages a punch and guides the
ing device from turning about on its axis includ 45 working
end of the same concentrically into said
ing a pin extending downwardly from a lateral
die,
and
means for applying to said sleeve a re
portion of Said device and engaging said upper silient elevating
effect, resilient punch stripping
head.
13. In a punching apparatus for use between

effect, and anti revolving effect.
18. In a punching apparatus for use between

the bed and ram of a press, comprising a holder 50 the bed and ram of a press, comprising a holder
having a lower base and an upper head, a per
a lower base and an upper horn, a perfo
forating die mounted on said base, a punching having
rating die mounted on said base, a floating punch
device mounted and guided on said head as a
stripping device including an upper
punching unit, means for preventing said punch guiding and
head, a sleeve slidably engaging its pe
ing device from turning about its axis including 55 bearing
riphery with an opening in said upper horn, the
a pin extending downwardly from a lateral por interior
of said sleeve slidably receiving a punch
tion of said device and engaging said upper head, and guiding
the working end of the latter con
and means for yieldingly maintaining said de
into said die, and means for apply
Vice in an elevated position when not engaged centrically
ing to said sleeve resilient elevating means, said
by Said ram including resilient means interposed 60 sleeve
being provided with a longitudinally ex
between said device and said upper head.
tending lower head, resilient punch stripping
14. ln a punching apparatus for use between
means bearing on and interposed between the
the bed and ran of a press, comprising a holder
lower
head and the upper bearing head, means
having a lower base and an upper head, a per
slidably connecting said upper head and said
forating die mounted on said base, a punching 65 for
lower head, Said upper head being provided with
device mounted and guided on said head as a
a
punch accommodating opening in concentric
punching unit, means for preventing said punch relation
with the opening in said punch guid
ing
device
from
turning
about
its
axis
including
sleeve and a punch comprising a working end,
a pin extending downwardly from a lateral por - ing
a body, and an enlargement, said working end
tion of Said device and engaging said upper head, 70 and
body being guided in said sleeve and said
and means for yieldingly maintaining said device enlargement
bearing freely against the upper
in an elevated position when not engaged by said face of Said upper
head to retain said
ram including resilient means interposed between punch working end bearing
inside of said sleeve except
Said
device
and
said
upper
head
and
surrounding
said pin.
When said ram depresses said working end into
75 the workpiece.
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has a die and a punch cooperating with the die,
Said method consisting in adjusting the Overall
length of any one of said punch elements to
place its cutting face in the desired horizontal
position relative to the cutting faces of other
punch elements in the other units.

19. In a punching apparatus for use between

the bed and ran of a press, comprising a holder
having a lower base and an upper horn, a per- .

forating die mounted on said base, an upper

bearing head, a floating punch guiding and strip
ping device including a sleeve slidable with its
periphery in an opening in said horn and adapted
to slidably receive on its interior a punch the
working end of which is concentric with said
die, resilient elevating means applied to said
sleeve, said sleeve being provided with a longi

26. A perforating apparatus comprising a hold
er, a die mounted on the lower part of said

0

tudinally extending lower head, resilient punch
stripping means interposed. between the top of

said lower head and the upper bearing head,

means for slidably connecting said upper head
and lower head, said upper head being pro
vided with a punch accommodating Opening in
concentric relation with the opening in Said
punch guiding sleeve, and a punch comprising a
working end, body and enlargement, said work 20
ing end and body being guided in said sleeve
and said enlargement bearing freely against the
upper face of said upper head to retain said
punch working end inside of said sleeve except

holder, a vertically movable punch mounted on
the upper part of said holder, and stripping

neans including a plurality of resilient elements

in
a retainer arranged above said upper part
whereby the punch is stripped from the work- .
piece and which is capable of variation in ca
pacity by changing the number of springs in
said container for adapting the stripping means
to varying conditions.

27. A perforating apparatus comprising a hold

er, a die mounted on the lower part of said
holder, a vertically movable punch mounted on
the upper part of said holder, and means for

stripping said punch from the workpiece in
cluding a plurality of springs in a floating punch

carrier above said upper part, the number of

may be selected to suit varying conditions.
when said ram depresses said Working end into 25 which
28.
A
perforating apparatus comprising a hold
the material being worked upon, and means
er,
a
die
mounted on the lower part of said
for preventing said device from revolving about

holder, a vertically movable punch mounted on
the upper part of said holder, and means for
the punch from the workpiece includ
per, means for restoring the over-all length of 30 stripping
ing
a
stripper
sleeve which receives the lower
a punch, as a whole, after the same has been part of said punch
and which is guided on the
shortened by grinding, said means being confined
upper
part
of
the
holder, a lifting member
to the punch, its head and adjustments So as to
which receives the upper part of said punch,
maintain the cutting edge of the punch in cor
35 and a plurality of stripper springs arranged be
rect relation to the stripper.
the stripper sleeve and said member and
21. In a device comprising punch and stripper, tween
capable of being selected as to number for vary
means for restoring the Over-all length of a
the stripping pressure to suit varying con
punch, as a whole, after the same has been ing
shortened by grinding, said means being confined ditions.
apparatus comprising a hold
to the punch bit, punch body, head and adjust 40 er,29.a Adieperforating
mounted on the lower part of said
ment so as to maintain the cutting edge of the
holder, a vertically, movable punch mounted on
punch in correct relation to the stripper.
upper part of said holder, and means for
22. In a device comprising punch and strip the
stripping the punch from the workpiece in
per, means for adjusting the over-all length of a
cluding a stripper sleeve which receives the
punch, as a whole, and within itself, comprising lower
of Said punch and which is guided
a punch body, an adjustable head and means for On thepart
upper
part of the holder, a lifting mem
locking said head in its desired position so as to

its axis,

20. In a device comprising punch and strip

ber which receives the upper part of said punch,
a plurality of stripper springs arranged between
50 the stripper sleeve and said member and ca
pable of being selected as to number for vary
ing the stripping pressure to suit varying condi
tions, and tie means connecting said stripper .
sleeve and lifting member and operating to imit .
of the same.
Y
locking said head in its desired position on 55 the30.separation
A perforating apparatus comprising a hold
said body, o
er, a die mounted on the lower part of said
24. The herein described method of maintain
a vertically movable punch mounted on
ing in vertical relative postions the cutting faces holder,
the upper part of said holder, and means for
of the cutting elements of a plurality of per
Stripping the punch from the Workpiece in
forating devices, each of which is a complete 60 cluding
a lifting member arranged on the upper
unit independent of other like units and has a
part of Said punch, a stripper sleeve which re
die element and a punch element cooperating ceives
the lower part of said punch and is guid
with the die element, said method consisting

maintain the cutting edge of the punch in cor
rect relation to the stripper.
23. A perforating apparatus according to claim
19 containing means for restoring the over-all
length of the punch as a whole after the same
has been shortened by grinding, including a
punch body, an adjustable head, and means for

ed for vertical movement on the upper part of

of placing any one of said die elements in its
unit with its cutting face in the desired hori
Zontal relation to the cutting faces of other

die elements in other units, locking said ele
ments in said position and adjusting the overall
length of said punch element to cooperate prop
erly with said die element.

said holder, a lower head secured to said Strip
per sleeve, an upper head slidable on the punch

and engaging with the lifting element thereon,

70

25. The herein described method of maintain
ing in horizontally alined positions the cutting

faces of the cutting elements of a plurality of
perforating devices, each of which is a com
plete unit independent of other like units and

tie members arranged on Opposite sides of said
punch and each connected at one end to One
of Said heads, and slidable at its Opposite end
On the other head, and spring Surrounding said

punch and tie members and interposed between
Said heads.

31. Aperforating apparatus comprising a hold

75

er, a die mounted on the lower part of said
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holder, a vertically movable punch mounted on
the upper part of said holder, and means for
stripping the punch from the Workpiece includ
ing a lifting member arranged. On the upper part
of said punch, a stripper sleeve which receives
the lower part of said punch and is guided for
vertical movement on the upper part of said
holder, a lower head secured to Said stripper
sleeve, an upper head slidable on the punch
and engaging with the lifting element thereon,"
upright tie bolts arranged on opposite sides of

9

lifting, means which operate to raise the strip

perthe
sleeve
of
same.and

also limit the upward movement

35. A perforating apparatus comprising a hold

O

said punch and each having a screw connection

between its lower end and said lower head and

er, a die mounted on the lower part of Said
holder, a vertically movable punch cooperating
With said die, and stripping means for removing
the punch from the perforated workpiece in
cluding a stripping sleeve which receives Said

punch and is guided on the upper part of said
holder, a head arranged on the upper end of
said sleeve, stripper spring means interposed

between said head and the upper part of Said
punch, a pilot pin projecting downwardly from
Said head and slidable in an opening in the upper
part of Said holder, and a leaf-shaped lifting

having its upper end sliding on said upper head
and provided with a stop engaging with the
upper side of said upper head, and helical springs
Surrounding said punch and tie bolts and in
terposed between said lower and upper heads.

spring secured at One end to said holder and

provided at its other end with a fork which
32. A perforating apparatus comprising a hold straddles
said sleeve and bears against the un
er, a die mounted on the lower part of the 20 derside
of said head and said lifting spring being
holder, a vertically movable punch arranged
also provided with
an Opening which receives said
above the die and cooperating with the latter,
pilot pin.
w
and stripping mechanism for removing the punch
36. A perforating apparatus comprising a hold
from the perforated workpiece including a strip
er, a die mounted on the lower part of said
ping sleeve which receives the lower part of 25 holder,
vertically movable punch cooperating
Said punch and is slidable on the upper part with saida die,
and stripping means for removing
of said holder, a lower oblong head arranged the
punch from the perforated workpiece in
On the upper end of Said sleeve, an upper oblong
cluding a stripping sleeve which receives said
head slidable on said punch and operatively en punch
and is guided on the upper part of said
gaging a lifting member thereon, said heads be
ing parallel lengthwise with each other and 30 holder, a head arranged on the upper end of
sleeve, stripper spring means interposed be
with said holder, spring means interposed be said
tween said head and the upper part of said
tween said heads and holding them yieldingly punch,
a pilot pin projecting downwardly from
apart, tie means connecting said heads and lim Said head
and slidable in an opening in the upper
iting their separation, and pilot means which 35 part
of said holder, and a leaf-shaped lifting

permit vertical movement of said heads and

Spring Secured at One end to said holder and

33. A perforating apparatus comprising a hold

diles Said sleeve and bears against the underside
of said head and said lifting spring being also
provided with an opening which receives said

sleeve but prevent horizontal turning of the
Same.
er, a die mounted on the lower part of the

holder, a vertically movable punch arranged
and stripping mechanism for removing the
punch from the perforated workpiece including
a stripping sleeve which receives the lower part
of said punch and is slidable on the upper part
of Said holder, a lower oblong head arranged
on the upper end of said sleeve, an upper ob
long head slidable on said punch and operative
ly engaging a lifting member thereon, said heads
being parallel lengthwise with each other and

provided at its other end with a fork which strad
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pilot pin, and an edge of said opening being
arranged to engage said pilot pin for arresting

above the die and cooperating with the latter,

the upward movement of the same and the
parts connected therewith.
45 37. An apparatus for perforating the flanges
of a bar which is of angular form in cross sec

tion and which is provided on the inner side of
one of its flanges with a bead, comprising a die

50

provided below its face with a recess for receiv

ing the bead of the respective flange while the
other flange of the same rests on the face of the
die, and a punch cooperating with said die and
adapted to perforate the last mentioned flange.
38. An apparatus for perforating the flanges
of a bar which is of angular form in cross sec
tion and which is provided on the inner side
of One of its flanges with a bead, comprising a die
provided with a bearing face, a longitudinal

with said holder, spring means interposed be
tween said heads and holding them yieldingly
apart, tie means connecting said head and limit
ing their separation, and pilot means which per 55
mit vertical movement of said heads and sleeve
but prevent horizontal turning of the same, said
pilot means including a vertical pilot pin pro
jecting downwardly from a member of the tie opening forming a cutting edge on said face,
means, and a guide opening arranged in the 60 a discharge chute extending laterally from said
upper part of Said holder and receiving
said opening to the side of the die, and an under
pilot pin.
. .. "

or recess formed on the die below its face
34. A perforating apparatus comprising a hold cut
and Opposite the Outer side of Said chute, and
er, a de mounted on the lower part of said a punch adapted to cooperate with the opening
holder, a vertically, movable punch cooperating 65 and cutting edge of said die, the face of said
with said die, and stripping means above said die being adapted to support one flange of said
holder for removing the punch from the per bar while the same is being perforated between
die and punch and said recess being adapted
forated workpiece including a tubular stripping said
to receive the bead on the inner side of the

sleeve which receives said punch and is guided
on the upper part of said holder, and resilient

O

other flange during this perforating operation.
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